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Wartime Weddings:
Graphic Style and
Realism in Shigeru
Mizuki’s Onward
Towards Our Noble
Deaths

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 35: Onward 32-33.103
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A curious juxtaposition of graphic styles confronts the reader on
pages 32 and 33 of Shigeru Mizuki’s (1922-2015) Onward Towards
Our Noble Deaths (S ōin Gyokusai Seyo! 1973). The two largest
images on the spread set the scene of a nighttime beach landing on
a tropical island in the Pacific in almost photographic detail (see fig.
35). These near-photographic drawings provide a strong contrast to
the drawings in the smaller panels at the bottom of the two pages,
which show Imperial Japanese soldiers depicted in a cartoony style in
close-up against completely black backgrounds. The reviews of the
English language edition of Onward, which was published in 2011 by
Drawn & Quarterly, all make note of the juxtaposition of cartoonish
or simplified characters against near-photorealistic backgrounds as
one of main characteristics of Mizuki’s comics style.104 While this
observation holds true for substantial portions of the comic, looking
closely, it becomes clear that the ways in which Mizuki juxtaposes
different graphic styles in Onward is more nuanced and manifold than
these reviews suggest.
Only one of panels on pages 32-33 (see fig. 35) unquestioningly
fits the description of cartoony figures set against photorealistic
backgrounds: the center frame on page 33 that displays soldiers taking
cover in the undergrowth. Other panels show: first, isolated cartoony
(or deformed) figures set against completely black backgrounds;
second, near-photorealistic images of scenery interspersed by
onomatopoeia; third, more photorealistically depicted soldiers exiting
a landing craft and progressing towards an equally densely detailed
jungle background, and last, on the bottom left panel of page 32, a
mixture of a photorealistic with a more expressionistic style which
utilizes bodily deformation for emphasis.105
Characterizing Mizuki’s representation of the past in Onward
as a singular juxtaposition of two graphic styles thus does not really
describe what takes place on its pages. Instead, Mizuki juxtaposes a
wide range of different graphic styles in Onward. By rendering the
past in different graphic styles placed in ever-shifting spatial and
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narrative relations to one another, Mizuki is able to incorporate the
different visual characteristics of various modes of realism and to
question the limits of these different graphic styles and the way in
which they shape the past. Mizuki’s ability to draw in different styles
thus allows him to continually put to use the effects engendered by
the graphic styles that he uses to visualize island warfare in the Pacific
during World War II.
In my analysis of Onward, I investigate the ways in which it
uses an array of different graphic styles to both enable and destabilize
its representation of the past. If Kraut can be framed as developing
Maus’ dual testimony into a more polyphonic rendition of the past
by juxtaposing different kinds of text, Onward might be described as
doing something similar, yet with images. Mizuki takes the visual
juxtaposition of the three photographs and the comic Prisoner on Hell
Planet with the general drawing style in Maus and multiplies it several
times on almost all Onward’s pages. By doing so, Onward pushes to
an extreme the medium’s affordance for combining different kinds
of images in meaningful way. Because it does so, Mizuki’s comic
can be read as an experiment with the impact of graphic style on the
remembrance of World War II. Studying Onward thus also entails
examining in what ways the visual characteristics of a World War
II representation influence the remembrance of this past. Moreover,
because Mizuki places a number of different modes of representing
the past in close proximity, it allows for an investigation into how
various perspectives of the past arise through different combinations
of ways of picturing it.
In this respect, the fact that Onward was published in its
original language almost ten years before the first issue of Maus is
staggering. It took Maus’ success, as well as the rising popularity of
the graphic novel and manga, for a translation of Mizuki’s work to
become viable. The impact of the Maus effect on the translation of
Mizuki’s work is especially visible in the curious fact that Onward
was the first of Mizuki’s comics to be translated, even though in
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his own language, he is much more famous for his Japanese ghost
stories series called GeGeGe No Kitarō (1960-1969).106 In the wake of
the Maus event, there was more demand for book-length non-fiction
works than was the case for a comics series containing supernatural
children’s stories.
My approach to Onward unpacks its juxtapositions of different
graphic styles as, first, made up out of graphic oppositions and, near
its climax, as partially collapsing the aesthetic oppositions on which
the initial juxtapositions function. To do so, this chapter is divided
in three main sections. In the first section I further introduce Onward
and embed it in the context of Shigeru Mizuki’s other war manga.
The second section of the chapter details my theoretical approach
to Mizuki’s juxtapositions of different graphic styles. There, I
demonstrate how the contrasts between graphic styles, and the modes
of realism they imply, are mutually constituent. In the remaining
sections, I apply my reading of graphic styles to the main thematic
juxtapositions of Onward in three separate sections: “War in Paradise,”
“A Storm of Steel,” and “A Return to the Background.”
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Shigeru Mizuki’s World War II Comics

This image is only available in the
printed thesis.

Fig. 36: Shigeru Mizuki portrays himself as a starving artist. Taken from Showa:
A History of Japan 1953-1989, 586.

Shigeru Mizuki is one of Japanese comics’ biggest superstars. His
celebrity status, which is second only to the “God of manga” Osamu
Tezuka, is founded particularly on his immensely successful comics
treatments of yōkai ( Japanese supernatural beings) stories (Schodt 31).
Mizuki received numerous prestigious awards for his work, such as the
Kodansha Manga Award in 1989 and the Tezuka Osama Cultural Prize
in 2003. Mizuki’s debut as a comics artist came with the Superman
knock-off Rocketman, which shows that Mizuki took inspiration
from American comics as well as Japanese folklore and history.107
The influence of American and European comics as well as other
art forms on Mizuki’s work betrays the intercultural connectedness
of the Japanese comics culture. Instead of seeing Japanese comics as
an insular culture, these comics should be considered part of a more
international comics culture by which they are influenced, and for
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which they are influential (Berndt and Kümmerling-Meibauer 1).
Because my burgeoning familiarity of the Japanese language does
not qualify me to analyze Mizuki’s works in their original language
context, I approach Onward as a translated work existing and acting
in its Anglophone context.
Alongside the commercial success that Mizuki achieved
with GeGeGe no Kitarō, the manga artist also frequently published
in the avant-garde manga magazine Garo.108 Mizuki’s proximity to
Garo and the gekiga comics tradition that preceded it explain, to a
certain extent, the expressive qualities of his graphic style as well
as his combinations of “simplified characters within meticulously
realistic decors” (Gravett 2004, 49). However, the way in which
Mizuki is able to play with the differences between the graphic styles
in the context of a World War II comic is what sets his work apart
from others.
Besides his work for Garo and his popular children’s comics,
Mizuki also drew numerous comics that included, in one way or
another, depictions of World War II that were at least partly based
on his own experiences as a soldier. In 1964, Mizuki was one of
the first Japanese comics artist to draw the Pacific War from an
infantryman’s perspective in The White Flag (Shiroi Hata). Where
earlier Japanese comics tended to focus on aerial warfare—which
removed the reader from the atrocities of the battlefield and focused
on an (initially) successful aspect of Japanese warfare (Nakar 2003,
58)—Mizuki’s early war stories detailed the stupidity and brutality
of the “no surrender” policy (Nakar 2008, 182), a theme to which he
would return in Onward. In 1970, Mizuki drew his own experiences
during the war in a short story The Flight (Hasōiki 1970), created
as part of an autobiographical comics project including the likes
of Osamu Tezuka and Jōji Akiyama. In 1971, relatively shortly
before publishing Onward in 1973, Mizuki authored a graphic
biography focused on the life of Hitler (Hitora). Between 1988 and
1989, furthermore, Mizuki drew a 2057-page long history of the
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Showa era in Japanese history (1926-1989) and a shorter educational
comic called War and Japan (Sensō to Nihon 1991) . At the beginning
of the new millennium, Mizuki once again turned to his obsession
with the past in a 1332-page autobiographical series, Life of Mizuki
(Boku no Issh ō wa GeGeGe no Rakuen da: Manga Mizuki Shigeru Jijoden
2001-2005).109 which includes large part of The Flight, memories he
first drew approximately thirty years earlier.110
Almost all Mizuki’s historical comics incorporate, in one
way or another, Mizuki’s own experiences of war in the Pacific.
While Onward can be called a fictionalized autobiography, Showa is
a more general history of Japan interspersed with autobiographical
reflections. Life of Mizuki, finally, focuses, as autobiographies tend to
do, on Mizuki’s life yet also does not eschew more historiographic or
fantastic detours. Mizuki also does not shy away from the blending
of more fictional elements within his historical works—the narrator
of the history of Japan in Showa is a completely unreliable yōkai
called Rat-man—he also insists on the realism of his depictions on
numerous occasions:
the past is immutable. it’s easy to speculate on
what might have gone differently, what could
have been. but that won’t change a single second
of what actually happened. that’s history.

A nd

showa is history now… it’s necessary to learn
from the past, to not repeat the same mistakes.
and to never forget it was real ! this actually
happened to us ! i can never forget the war. the
faces of the dying… never forget what happens
when the military rules a country. showa…
never forget the price that was paid for the
world you live in now. never forget the lessons
of history. it’s up to you. don’t make the same
mistake again !!!

(Mizuki 2015, 529-531)
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The way in which certain scenes return to haunt Mizuki’s
numerous World War II comics and his insistence on the reality
of what is represented can be read as a particularly apt illustration
of the catastrophic past and the pressures such a past exercises on
representation. Mizuki is stuck between the impossibility of
representing the catastrophic past and a desire or drive to continue
to remember. As such, while Mizuki attempts to come to terms with
the past in his comics, his renderings of the past never succeed in
completely putting it to rest. And even when at times complete pages
are copied from one rendering of the past to another, the form in
which Mizuki pours his memories changes from fiction to history to
autobiography, which in turn causes the implied meaning of Mizuki’s
different graphic styles to shift.

This image is only available in the
printed thesis.

Fig. 37: Vie de Mizuki 2, 246. Compare to fig. 35.
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This image is only available in the
printed thesis.

Fig. 38: Showa 1944-1953, 265. Compare to fig. 39.

Despite these differences, it is possible to find, by reading
Mizuki’s renditions of the past alongside one another, a recurring
narration of his experiences. Mizuki was conscripted into the Imperial
Army in 1942 and was stationed in the township of Rabaul on New
Britain, Papua New Guinea. Both in Life of Mizuki and Showa, Mizuki
details the senseless beatings he and his comrades received from their
superiors (Mizuki 2014, 235-239). In Life of Mizuki, for example,
Mizuki describes how he survived the almost complete annihilation
of his patrol squad by escaping from Australian troops and natives
through the sea and jungle. When he arrives at a Japanese camp, all he
receives for his troubles is a beating for having lost the rifle bestowed
on him by the Emperor (Mizuki 2013a, 93). Besides the frequent
beatings, recurring topics are an almost complete lack of supplies and
useless deaths resulting from accidents and sickness.
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Mizuki’s active service ended when he contracted Malaria
and was so saved from taking part in a suicide mission to which he
was assigned. But while the Malaria saved his life, it cost him his arm
when the field hospital in which he was recovering was hit by an
aerial bombardment (see fig. 38 & 39). The combination of Malaria
and his wound brought Mizuki close to death. With the help of
members of the Tolai tribe, which Mizuki visited and befriended
while recovering from his wound, and who supplied him with fresh
food when his illness took a turn for the worst, Mizuki survived (see
fig. 40).111

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 39: Vie de Mizuki 2, 266-267.
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This image is only available in the
printed thesis.

Fig. 40: Vie de Mizuki 3, 163.

Onward too revolves around the story of an army unit
stationed in Rabaul during the Pacific War. Mizuki himself stated—
in an interview published in the back of the English translation of
the work—that the story is 90% fact (Mizuki 2011, 368). A reading
of Showa and Life of Mizuki confirms that a substantial number of
the episodes in Onward are based on Mizuki’s personal experiences.
Moreover, the main character of Onward, private second-class
Maruyama, closely resembles Mizuki’s autographic renditions of
himself in more openly autobiographical works. There are, however,
also moments when Mizuki fictionalizes his experiences in an
attempt to do justice not just to those who survived but also to those
who were less fortunate.
Onward begins with several distinct episodes detailing the
miserable lives of the soldiers on the pacific island. Normally, one
might infer that such an episodic structure might be caused by the
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pressures of Japanese comics publishing, where parts of the often
long-running series are published each month, or even each week,
in magazines. However, Onward has a somewhat peculiar publication
history. A short version of it was published as a special one-shot
magazine from Kodansha imprint Shukan Gendai, a general interest
weekly magazine. This one-shot magazine was called Gekiga Original
Stories and was published on August 1st, 1973. The complete version
that was used for the Drawn & Quarterly translation was published
seven days later in tank ōbon format. Because Onward was not published
serially like most Japanese comics, the episodic nature of the first part
of Onward probably has its origins somewhere else than in publication
format. Whatever may be the case, the episodic way in which the
story unfolds make the war feel like an endless series of miserable
occurrences that lead to unnecessary suffering and death. On a very
pale bright side, there is the usual camaraderie, song, and laughter
that mutual suffering engenders. But almost none of the episodes end
happily, and as such, Onward paints an overwhelmingly bleak picture
of the war experience of the Japanese infantryman.
The absurdity of the war is also addressed in the most
significant story arc of the book, which details the forming of a
special attack unit for a suicide charge against a force that outnumbers
and outguns it. The charge not only fails, it also makes a longer,
more tactically advantageous guerrilla war from the mountains
impossible. As was already mentioned, Mizuki was exempted from
such a suicide charge because of illness and injury. Onward, however,
follows the troop to the bitter end, which extends beyond the initial
suicide charge. After the first suicide charge, the few survivors make
their way—in several different groups—to Cape St. George, where
another part of the army remains stationed. When they manage to
catch up, they find out that they were already reported to have died
the honorable death, and instead of embarrassing country, army,
and family by pettily clinging to life, they are forced to undertake
another—final—charge.
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While the mixing of fact and fiction is a recurrent, or even
necessary, feature of most autobiographical representation of the past,
in the case of Onward, the blending of personal experience with fiction
and history causes a peculiar insecurity that plays out in the graphic
styles of the comic. First, for Mizuki, there can be no complete
refuge in some ultimate inner experience of the war. Onward, while
based on Mizuki’s experiences, is, in the end, broader than personal
experience: the death that Mizuki aims to represent lies outside his
own experience. In his comic, Mizuki is forced to recount a narrative
that is necessarily foreign to his experience through the perspective
of the author character. The ethical demands of the representation
of victimhood here opens up a space where subjective, based on
one’s own experiences, historiographic, based on historiographic
method, and mechanical accounts are necessarily insufficient. Instead
of choosing between these modes, Onward continually juxtaposes
seemingly oppositional modes of visually representing the past and
through these oppositions both establishes and continually questions
its representation of the past.
Wartime Weddings
In an article for Documentary News Letter (1946), documentary film
director John Shearman coined the term “wartime wedding” in order
to better understand the strange convergence of two oppositional
modes of representing World War II: the narrative studio film and
documentary:
Documentary directors found that they needed
the technical resources of the studio in order to
make their films big enough to match the giant size
of their subject—war. Feature film makers found
themselves wanting to leave behind the fantasy-life
of the popular film and turn to a life which was a
good deal closer to reality: a fusion of techniques
was inevitable. (Shearman 52)
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Under the economical and moral pressures of wartime, Shearman
argues, two seemingly distant modes of representing war were
forced to engage with one another. While the history and practice
of filmmaking has more discontinuities with that of comics than
continuities, the idea that the pressures exerted by a subject matter
can cause a strange coming together of otherwise remote modes of
representation is equally applicable to many post-Maus comics as it is
to the World War II films of John Shearman’s time. Accordingly, my
approach to Onward considers this comics’ graphic style as its own
kind of wartime wedding between two visual styles of representing
the past: photorealism and schematism. Photorealism is here primarily
connected to the mechanical and historiographic modes of realism,
while schematism is much more closely connected to the subjective
mode of realism, and as such to human experience, testimony, and
eyewitness account.
When historical, social, and technological changes are factored
into the ways in which different sets of conventions are perceived as
more or less realistic representations of the past, it becomes clear that
any clear-cut opposition between the schematic and the photorealistic
is in itself an illusion. Because access to any kind truly objective mode
of representing the world is impossible, there is no absolute argument
on which either a more objective or a more subjective mode of
representing the past can be grounded. Instead, as I foregrounded
in chapter one, different modes of representation ground themselves
on one another, and aim to be perceived realistically as well as
investigate the possibility of realism in connection to or contrast with
other modes.
In the case of pictorial representation in Onward, the relation
between schematism and photorealism should be conceived of as a
mutually constituent contrast. The different graphic styles in Mizuki’s
comic draw their strength from the ways in which they demystify one
another.112 The images in this comic are, following W.J.T. Mitchell’s
concept of metapictures (Mitchell 1994, 38), self-referential pictures
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that comment on the (im)possibility of representation. While the
foremost comics theorist Thierry Groensteen argues that the mixture
of imaginary and documented drawings in comics is most often geared
towards a reinforcing of the credibility of the fiction (Groensteen
2007, 42-3), in this case, the juxtaposition of different graphic
styles also functions differently. Instead of only validating subjective
drawing by wedding them to mechanically created historical
documents, the combinations of different styles in Onward generate
several different effects. As such, it is possible to see in Onward, on a
smaller scale, a repetition of the movements that constitute a wider
range of the representation of the past in images. Comics can thus be
approached as being deeply involved with realism not only because
they constitute one further step in a history of demystification,
but because they represent a larger portion of the war of positions
that is realism.
In my subsequent close reading of the visual styles of Onward,
I demonstrate that the juxtaposition of different graphic styles, at its
most basic, reiterates the opposition between the subjective narrative
and a historiographic or inhuman background against which the
narrative develops. Furthermore, I propose that this first basic
graphic opposition is reiterated in three main thematic juxtapositions
in Onward: nature and human, war and human, and life and death.
The connotations of the more photorealist and the more schematic
style shift throughout the expression of these different thematic
oppositions. By investigating the ways in which the meanings of the
different graphic styles in Onward change, I demonstrate how Onward
can be read as a continual questioning of the abilities of different
kinds of images for historical representation.
Narrative and Background
I started this chapter with an analysis of the different graphic styles on
two pages of Onward because I wanted to draw attention to Mizuki’s
ability to draw in a range of different graphic styles. Mizuki shows
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his talent for comics through a versatility that is almost unmatched in
global comics culture. The use of graphic styles in Onward reflects the
productive messiness that underlies the seemingly neat continuum
that connects schematism to photorealism. Over the course of this
chapter, I will unpack the ways in which Mizuki deconstructs the
antinomic relation between schematism and photorealism. To do so,
however, I must first show the juxtaposition of these two graphic
styles that is most frequent: schematic characters set against more
photorealistic backgrounds.
One of the many examples of such a juxtaposition can be
found on page 258 (see fig. 41). Here, a group of five soldiers can
be seen wandering somewhere in the southern tip of what is now
Latangai Island. There is a noticeable difference between the graphic
style in which the characters that transverse the scenery is drawn and
the one that is used to portray the scenery. Often, style is defined in
relation to larger categories such as a work or even the oeuvre of an
author; in such a case, style would function more as the trace of the
making of the comic by its author (Mikkonen 101) and its function in
a comic in this sense might even approach that of handwriting. In the
final instance, therefore, it must be conceded that whatever different
graphic styles a work might consists of can be collected into a singular
graphic style that is associated with the work as a whole, or, on the
level of the oeuvre, with an author. Mizuki’s heavily cartoonish
or deformed depiction of human faces, including his own or that
of historical figures (see fig. 42), for example, can be considered a
characteristic of his style that is consistent throughout his oeuvre.
Moreover, even the combination of schematic characters against
more photorealistic backgrounds can, as can be glanced from the
reviews of Onward, be approached as Mizuki’s style. Yet subsuming
these clearly different modes of depicting the past under the heading
of the author’s style obstructs the understanding of Onward’s kind of
historical representation that I pursue here.
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This image is only available in the
printed thesis.

Fig. 41: Onward 258.

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 42: Detail from Hitler, 123.
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In order to better articulate the ways in which different
graphic styles are combined here, I make use of Pascal Lefèvre’s
No Content Without Form: Graphic Style as the Primary Entrance to a
Story (2016). Following Lefèvre, as in the previous chapter, different
graphic styles can be distinguished on the basis of seven markers of
style: (1) detail, (2) deformation, (3) line, (4) distribution, (5) depth,
and (6) light.113 For each of these markers, there exists the possibility to
demonstrate that a certain use of it—within the context of Onward—
gestures more towards either the schematic or the photorealistic. And
even though at times these markers of style overlap somewhat, it is
worthwhile to discuss them here separately with respect to page 258
of Onward in order to fully grasp how differences in graphic style can
be constituted in comics (see fig. 41). (1) Detail: The level of detail in
the depiction of the mountains and the foliage is very high compared
to that of the figures. Moreover, where the landscape becomes more
detailed towards the background, the characters become less detailed
the further they are in the background. Different perspectival rules
thus govern the graphic styles that are combined in this image. (2)
Deformation: In the landscape there is little to no deformation. The
figures, conversely, are quite heavily deformed and seem to become
more so to the point where they are hardly recognizable towards the
background. (3) Line: The difference in line is somewhat slighter
between the two graphic styles on page 258 of Onward. Still, one
might argue that the line density, or even the existence of a clear
outline, in the case of the figures, constitutes a move away from
photorealism and towards schematism, while less dependence on, or
an absence of, outline characterizes the depiction of the landscape.
(4) Distribution: Distribution is defined as “[t]he amount and type of
traces and the way they are distributed” (Lefèvre 75). The difference
between the two styles in this respect is that the distribution of traces
is much lower in case of the figures. (5) Depth: There is—outside
a difference in the distribution of detail—no significant difference
between the perspectival system used for the depiction of the images
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and that of the landscape. Both operate according to the cyclopean
(or photographic) perspectival convention.114 (6) Light: Whereas in
landscape, shadow is articulated by way of hatching and crosshatching,
no such shadow effects are used in the depiction of figures.
Based on Lefèvre’s markers of style, there are at least two
graphic styles on this page of Onward. One might even be able to
argue that further differentiation between styles is possible between
the figures nearest to the reader and those that trail behind.
However, even if this is the case, and I will certainly show more
instances of the blending of styles later, on page 256 (see fig. 41) the
difference between the graphic styles is divided along the lines of
showing and telling, where a more photorealistic background sets a
convincing mechanically realist scenery against which characters and
narrative are set.
A whole history of comics representation might be sketched
based on this simple distinction of two graphic styles in a single panel.
Such a history would take much from Joseph Witek’s argument in
Comics Modes: Caricature and Illustration in the Crumb Family’s Dirty
Laundry (2012) concerning the co-presence in contemporary comics
of different graphic modes or traditions: caricature and illustration.
In the remainder of this chapter, I will—besides shifting Witek’s
terminology—demonstrate how in Onward these two traditions form
a mutually constituent contrast that authenticates Mizuki’s portrayal
of the past while at the same time implying two different kinds of
demystifications of realism.
The first demystification implied by Onward’s more schematic
graphic style is most commonly associated with comics, and usually
discussed under the heading of caricature. As I already mentioned
in chapter one, Thierry Smolderen, basing himself on the work
and terminology of Gombrich’s Art and Illusion and The Preference
for the Primitive (2002), demonstrates that the work of Rodolphe
Töpffer, who is widely regarded as the first comics creator, should
be read as a romantic departure from the French academic tradition,
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which around the time when Töpffer’s started working in 1831 was
seen as the most realistic form of graphic representation.115 Contrary
to mathematically supported perspective and the anatomically
correct depiction of figures, Töpffer argued that his form of drawing
did not stifle the artist with rules and prescriptions but allows for
“the principle of life that should animate all parts of art” (qtd. in
Smolderen 28). Arguments strikingly similar to Töpffer’s initial
gesture are still a significant part of comics scholarship today; where
the comics form and graphic style are said to enable a representation
that is more realistic than representations with a higher degree of
photorealism because of the strengths of schematic drawing.116 This is
the first demystification implicit in Mizuki’s drawing.
As I mentioned in the introduction, the schematic is not
the only style of comics drawing. Working in a tradition of which
the Canadian-American comics artist Hal Foster is certainly one of
the most famous proponents, many comics creators have rendered
the past in a much more photorealistic style. The more a graphic
style in comics moves towards photorealism, however—and here I
come to the second demystification implied in the graphic styles of
Onward—the more it can be read as functioning as a deconstruction
of realistic representation as well. The simple fact that a photograph is
incorporated within the drawn and designed context of a comic book
already infuses it with a subjectivity that undermines its perceived
objectivity. What counts for photographs incorporated with minimal
interference, counts doubly for redrawn photographs, and maybe
even more for a drawing style that veers towards the photographic.
Smolderen, in The Origins of Comics, most clearly demonstrates the
roots of the critique of photorealism implied by more photorealist
graphic styles in comics in his discussion of the experimentations
with photography of comics illustrators such as A.B. Frost:
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In a world where the photographic image was
slowly becoming the reference by which all graphic
representation was instinctively measured, this
new visual repertoire also suggested new comic
possibilities that were somewhat at odds, stylistically,
with mainstream comic tradition. (Smolderen 121)
The subjective doubling that occurs when comics artists imitate the
photographic image causes what Barthes calls the invisibility of the
photograph to dissipate (Barthes 2000, 6-7). A drawn photographic
image calls attention to the medium itself, and the social conventions
that dictate its use, instead of transparently depicting the image
captured by it, and so challenges the mechanical objectivity of the
photograph. If it is true—as Ole Frahm has argued in Die Sprache
des Comics (2010)—that comics are inherently parodic critiques on
the referentiality of the sign through their form and media history
(Frahm 2010, 11-12), one could also argue that the graphic style of
comics—in its present cultural context—is inherently ironic. The
ironically critical layer caused by the subjectivity of drawing and the
cultural position and history of the medium is what interferes with
Mizuki’s retracing of photographic images. Instead of succeeding
in establishing an objective and unproblematic representation
of the outside world, at least in part, the opposite takes place: the
impossibility of vulgar realism is here proved by the overuse of the
very mode that is thought to evoke it.
Following Nancy Pedri, I hold that the difference between
the photographic and the comics image is not a simple contrast (2015,
8). What is needed is an analysis that pays attention to the differences
and similarities in degree between different graphic styles. But
while both graphic styles demystify vulgar realism, it is important
to recognize that both the subjective mode of realism evoked by the
more schematic style and the mechanical mode of realism generated
by the more photorealistic style are not completely swallowed up
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by irony or parody. These graphic styles can be read as critiques,
but they also draw strength precisely from the connotations of the
styles that they critique; connotations that are themselves based on
the refutations of other modes of representation: schematic images
seem more subjectively real through a juxtaposition with the cold,
inhuman photographic images, and, vice versa, the mechanical
objectivity of the photograph becomes more powerful when it is
contrasted by drawn images that flaunt their subjectivity. In this way,
the relation between the two graphic styles in Onward is a mutually
constituent contrast that works to authenticate its portrayal of the past
as realistic and doubly challenges any kind of claim to an absolute
realism through representation.
These connotations of comic book graphic styles follow the
figures traversing the jungle on the pages of Onward. In case of the
more photorealistic graphic style, the doubling of the photographic
image in a comic book generates an ironic layer, which, in turn,
causes a critique of the mechanical mode of realism. At the same
time, the more photorealist style also implies a refutation of the
subjective mode of realism. Through visual association, the heavily
detailed landscape succeeds in both fictionalizing and authenticating
the cartoony figures that venture through it. In the case of the more
schematic graphic style, the strengths of schematism regarding the
articulation of expressive, or experiential reality are connoted.
This use of a more subjective mode of realism, in turn, implies the
inadequacy of either a mechanical or a historiographic approach to
the representation of the past.
A different reading of page 258 might instead stress the
erasure of the schematic figures. Rather than fictionalizing and
authenticating the characters, the overpowering qualities of the
landscape would swallow them whole. But, as I develop further in
the following section, the blending of graphic styles only heightens
the contrast between the landscapes and the figures that inhabit it.
While the eternal indifference of nature is here juxtaposed with the,
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in contrast, insignificant endeavors of the soldiers, I will show how in
other parts of Onward, the paradise-like environment plays a different
role in relation to the characters which are forced to inhabit it.
This first example was at least partly chosen because of
its relative simplicity in both juxtaposition of styles and page
composition. More commonly, of course, comics pages contain more
than one frame. The structure of panels out of which comics pages
consist enable a myriad of different ways in which different graphic
styles can be combined on spreads. The spread on page 254-255,
for example, shows a similar combination of a near-photorealistic
background with more schematic figures as could be seen on page
258 (see fig. 43). Here, however, the figures and background are not
combined in one frame but in a juxtaposition of frames. The temporal
relations between the two large frames on the bottom of the spread
and the four small frames are unsettled. Still, the difference in depth
between the two graphic styles—one conforming to the conventions
of perspective while the other is all surface—blend the images on the
page to a similar effect as in the preceding example through quite
different means. This page illustrates one other way in which comics
page composition enables creators to establish manifold connections
between different graphic styles.
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This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 43: Onward 254-255.

The shift in graphic styles that takes place on these two pages,
moreover, is doubled by a shift in the type of text that are used.
The more schematic images are coupled with dialogue and the more
photorealistic image is text from an omniscient narrator. While I will
not delve much further into the coupling and decoupling of images
and texts in my analysis of Onward, I have done so already in the
previous chapter, it remains valuable to note this parallelism between
the use of certain kinds of texts and images in the depiction of the
past: while schematism implies the subjective moment-to-moment
experience of a series of actions taking place, photorealism suggests a
more fixed outside position from which it is possible to retell a story
that has already taken place and cannot be changed anymore.117 The
different temporalities of the creation process of photography and
drawing also come into play here. Drawing, by analogue of its very
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creation process, evokes the passage of time, where the photograph
shows the eternity of the frozen present (Postema 2015, 85). At their
most distant from one another, the juxtaposition between these graphic
styles coincides with that of the temporal forwards and backwards
movements associated with narration and the inescapability of the
eternal present that is caused by a distancing from the human.
On other pages of Onward, however, a clear-cut division
between near photorealism and schematism is more difficult to
discern. This does not mean that in these frames the critique implied
by the graphic styles is diminished. Instead, the tension generated by
the way in which they are combined produce different, but no less
potent, results. One such graphic gesture can be found on page 98
(see fig. 44). While the frame on the bottom right of the page shows
the conventional schematic figures against a more photorealistic
background, the frame above shows a group of soldiers sitting in what
appears to be a clearing in the jungle. The seven figures nearer to the
front of the image are rendered in a level of detail that is common
to the depiction of figures in Onward. Yet the clothing of the figures
further behind is, strangely enough, drawn in more detail.
The abrupt shift in graphic style constitutes a strange nearhorizontal line in the frame. Instead of following conventional rules
of western perspective, where figures become less detailed the further
they are in the background, here, they are more detailed. The inversed
perspective causes the image to question its own conventions, in
a way akin to W.J.T. Mitchell’s metapictures, which are “pictures
that refer to themselves or to other pictures, pictures that are used to
show what a picture is” (Mitchell 1994, 35). But besides unearthing
a discourse on the nature of the image itself, the questions and
divisions generated by the combinations of graphic styles in Onward
also co-construct narrative depth for the main themes of the work.
Onward’s representation of the past thus intersects with the very form
of comics and how it affords the usage of different combinations of
graphic styles.
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This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 44: Detail from Onward 98.

In case of this detail from page 98 of Onward, the inversion
of perspectival conventions which combines two different graphic
styles accomplishes two things: first, it can be read as a critique
of conventional perspective as a mode for establishing realistic
representation. Second, this counterintuitive graphic gesture gives
the impression that these figures are simultaneously completely set
apart from their environment, and indistinguishable from it. Because
this particular group of soldiers are scouts, their blending with the
landscape would not be problematic in a more straightforward image.
But as can be read, they are here pictured precisely because they
are not doing their job, rather than excelling at it. As such, both
their ability as scouts and their historical predicament are questioned
through the graphic procedure by which they are represented; are
these solders as much background to this narrative as the jungle?
Through a blending of form and content by way of a blending of
different graphic styles, Onward here gestures towards a rich and often
used trope in the representation of the Pacific War, and later, the
Vietnam War: the horrors of jungle warfare.
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War in Paradise
The Pacific War has been characterized as an extraordinarily violent
conflict. The degradation of the enemy through various means of
propaganda—including comics (see fig. 45)—caused a Manichaean
moral on both sides of the conflict (Dower 19786, ix). But it was not
only the racial tension and the senseless bloodshed caused in no small
part by this racial tension that made the Pacific War a devastating
conflict. The theater of war also held in store its own set of horrors for
the men fighting in it. Onward, like most subsequent representations
of the Pacific War in film and television miniseries such as Sands of
Iwo Jima (1949), The Thin Red Line (1998), The Flags of Our Fathers
(2006), Letters from Iwo Jima (2006), and, The Pacific (2010), takes place
on the relatively small islands over which the US Army leapfrogged
towards the Japanese mainland. Besides the heavy fighting that
was concentrated on the islands, defenders and attackers alike were
plagued by torrential rains, draught, disease, supply problems, and all
manners of accidents.

This image is only available in
the printed thesis.

Fig. 45: Cover of Speed Comics 19 featuring Captain Freedom and an archetypical
superhero comics depiction of a Japanese soldier. Published June 1st, 1942.
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Like many of the Hollywood film renditions, Onward
continually highlights that the islands on which the Pacific War was
fought are both paradise and hell.118 The stark contrast generated by
the juxtaposition of the sublime beauty of nature and the abject horror
of warfare raises questions concerning the relation between nature
and humanity, and war as either profoundly natural or unnatural.
It is telling, in this respect, that the original publication of Onward
in 1973 closely follows the conclusion of the exceptionally heavily
televised Vietnam war (Mandelbaum 157). The increased visibility
of warfare in general and jungle warfare in particular cannot have
failed to have had its influence on Mizuki’s rendition of his own
wartime memories.
Throughout the comic, most images show a clear division
between the natural world and the human along the lines of a nearphotorealistic versus a more schematic style. This composition of
graphic styles echoes the basic juxtaposition at the heart of mimesis:
between an original, natural world in its paradisiacal splendor and the
subjective and secondary world of the human. But how can such a
notion of an original Garden of Eden-like nature be anything but the
product of culture ( Jay 1997, 45)? Through a juxtaposition of graphic
styles, Mizuki communicates that war is both the most natural state
of these island and their complete antithesis.

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 46: Detail of Onward 67.
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The top two panels of page 67 show the basic juxtaposition
between photorealistic nature and schematic characters (see fig.
46). The panel on the right shows a dialogue scene between the
main character Maruyama and another soldier. The style of these
characters is abstracted while the background against which they are
depicted is less so. The adjacent panel shows a croaking parrot that
seems to be retraced from a photograph. The dissonance created by
the proximity of these two kinds of images results in a distancing
between the human and the natural world in these panels. A contrast
is set up where the more schematic style is connected to the characters
around which the narrative revolves, while the more photographic
style is connected to the natural world which surrounds them.
It is telling that the natural world appears most realistically when
rendered through mechanically realist conventions. In contrast with
the natural world, which is rendered in mechanical realism, the
human figures that inhabit it are positively teeming with subjectivity.
At the same time, the distance in graphic styles between humans and
their surroundings renders the natural world cold and distant. A cold
and distant world that is, strangely enough, teeming with life, albeit
non-human. However, as was visible in the depiction of the group
of scouts, at times the human figures, through a more or less gradual
shift in graphic style, are also drawn as part of the natural world.
By visually altering the relation between the natural world and the
characters of the narrative, Onward questions the boundaries between
the natural and the human in relation to war.
In extension to this double relation to nature, nature itself
is also both a comfortable home for the soldiers as well as extremely
inhospitable. As the troops move into the picturesque islands they
see from their boats, they are soon confronted with the dangers
of the jungle. These dangers are already suggested through the
heavier darkness of the more photorealistic images. Because of the
difference in detail, the schematic images often are lighter than the
depictions of natural environments. The darkness of the natural
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environments adds a layer of treat to the depiction of the landscapes
that is reflected in the descriptions of accidents, sickness, rough
weather, and animal attacks.

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 47: Onward 76-77.

But even if the environment is often deadly, there is still the
unshakable sense that the war that was brought to these islands is
a sacrilegious disturbance of paradise. The right page of the spread
on page 76-77, for example, is composed of three frames that are
all drawn in a more photorealistic style (see fig. 47). These frames
depict the beauty of nature through Maruyama’s enrapture in it.
Two of these frames accurately depict local birds—a Wilson’s birdof-paradise and a Yellow-billed Kingfisher—while the central frame
shows a wider landscape over which Maruyama muses: “ if it wasn’t
for the war, it’d be pretty peaceful here.” (76). Through graphic
onomatopoeia, the birds add a peaceful soundtrack to the images.
On the following page, this atmosphere of quiet is broken by the
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appearance of a Martin B-26 Marauder. The plane is rendered as
realistically as the birds as it crosses the area where Maruyama is on
lookout. Through the proximity of birds and the plane both spatially
on the page and in terms of graphic style, a machine is drawn into the
natural world and, as such, the natural world becomes infused with
war. Mizuki here violently transitions the implied connotations of
the mechanical mode of realism. Besides calm and background, the
more photorealistic style is also used to represent the engines of war.
In relation to the juxtaposition of narrative and background, this shift
raises the question if the war is an unchanging backdrop against which
the characters of this story attempt to survive; in relation to nature, it
questions if war is natural. What starts to become visible here, is the
entangling of form and content that is so striking in Onward’s visual
rendition of the past. When the associated meanings with the graphic
styles shift, as they do often in the comic, the meanings generated
by the juxtaposition of styles shifts as well, without ever completely
shedding their initial connotations. The different thematic and
formal juxtapositions bleed over into one another to create complex,
multi-layered images. Where before the more photorealistic style
stood for the natural world and the background of the narrative,
it here shifts to also include the machines of war and the violent
spectacle they cause.
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A Storm of Steel

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 48: Onward 86-87.

The spectacle of warfare is most frequently graphically contrasted
with the humans that suffer from it by a depiction of the machines
of war in a near-photorealistic style and the soldiers in a more
schematic mode. The spread on pages 86-87 shows an air raid of the
Japanese encampment (see fig. 48). Here, a three-way juxtaposition
of graphic styles represents the confrontation between the human and
the machines of war. First, the three largest frames of the spread are
either very detailed retracings or low quality copies of photographs.119
Second, the two panels to the top left of the right hand page show
less detailed planes from the point of view of those who will be
bombarded. Last, the bottom two frames of the right-hand page
show Lieutenant Homu jumping out of a hut. The difference
between the graphic style used to depict of Lieutenant Homu and
that of the three large images is clear in the decline in detail. In the
small panels, the literal crosshatching of the material out of which the
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hut is made, as well as a lack of shadows, distances it from the more
photorealistic images. Moreover, while the uniform and katana of the
figure correspond to historical documentation, both the Lieutenant’s
facial features and face are exaggerated in the drawing. By way of a
comic effect consisting of graphic deformation combined with body
humor in the shape of clumsiness, the Lieutenant of the military
police is humanized, ridiculed, and serves as a human contrast to the
machines and the destruction wrought by them. While this particular
configuration of photorealism and schematism might be partly caused
by the fascination for machines of war and the enjoyment that many
artists derive from drawing them, it also generates the idea that the
soldiers are subjected a force of destruction which rivals that of nature.
But what of the difference between the bottom two images
and the two panels to the top left of page 86? While the planes are
here not depicted in full detail, their shape is conventional rather
than deformed; here, not a difference in detail but a difference in
deformation distinguishes one graphic style from another. Lieutenant
Homu, on the other hand, is rendered in comic deformation. The
planes fulfill a mediating role between the two more extreme graphic
styles on the spread. They are shown as if seen hurriedly from
Lieutenant Homu’s point of view and as such occupy a curious middle
ground between the mechanical realism of the photographs and the
subjectively based realism of the characters. More significantly, this
three-way juxtaposition of graphic styles demonstrates that Onward’
use of graphic styles is messier than a purely dualistic, or following
Jameson, dialectic, approach suggests. Modes of realism do not
necessarily appear in pairs. The way in which I distinguish between
subjective, mechanical and historiographic modes of realism, it
follows, also supposes a kind of false order supported by the specific
contexts of the comics that I analyze. These modes are not set in
stone. Instead, what they connote continually changes in relation
to the temporal and/or cultural context in which they are read.
The strength of Mizuki’s comic is that it incorporates such moments
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of change and as such is able to represent the possible movements
of comics realism in the broad sense through comics realism in
the narrow sense.

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 49: Onward 236-237.

The images on pages 236-237 are less varied in number of
graphic styles, but interesting nonetheless because of the troublesome
thematic juxtaposition they conjure up. The spread shows the effects
of a naval bombardment on a soldier (see fig. 49). The frames that
show the ship firing and the explosions are near photorealistic while
the bottom right frame on page 237, which details the captain
kneeling because of a heavy injury to his leg, is rendered much more
schematically in what might be called a grotesque comic style. The
two-way juxtaposition of graphic styles here suggests that the war is
done to the soldiers—in this case even the captains—not by them.
Even made implicitly, this would already be a problematic
statement for war representations that focus on allied army units. In
this case, it is obviously more troubling because of the position of
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the Japanese Empire during and leading up to World War II. The
question that is asked by the juxtaposition of styles, however, is not
completely devoid of urgency: are these soldiers to blame? In a very
real sense, I would argue, the war is both being done by them and
to them. But while Onward clearly blames the Imperial Army for
the suffering of the soldiers that it depicts, it does not detail Japanese
war crimes. In his more historically themed comics such as Showa,
Mizuki certainly does not shy away from a more accusatory stance
(see fig. 50).120 Onward, however, is first and foremost a monument
to the young men who did not survive the battles in which Mizuki
took part, and as such is less focused on the crimes of the soldiers it
depicts. But even at its most monumental, Onward remains critical of
any easy identification of the men who fought in the war as purely
victims precisely through its use of different graphic styles.

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 50: Showa 1926-1938, 484-485.
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The tensions between a depiction of the soldiers as victims
or aggressors is brought to the fore especially in Mizuki’s depictions
of American soldiers, which are often drawn more realistically than
their Japanese counterparts. An example of this can be found on
page 338-339, where the American soldiers are depicted in the same
style as the landing craft that drop them off on the beach. Mizuki’s
drawing style here supports a reading that renders the Japanese
soldiers as more human than their American counterparts (see fig.
51). A disturbing notion, because it seems to confirm the idea that the
Japanese remember themselves and their ancestors first and foremost
as victims of the war, not perpetrators of it (Seaton 138). Fortunately,
this graphic gesture is counterbalanced by two others that shed a
different light on the Imperial Army.
First, there are several instances when the American soldiers
too are depicted in the more schematic style. For example, when
American soldiers come close to a Japanese soldier hiding in the grass
(see fig. 51). But the complexity inherent to the schematic mode also
comes to the fore here: for if this is a more schematic depiction of an
American soldier, it is also a more stereotyped one. Even if schematism
means humanization in the graphic system set up in Onward, this does
not acquit it from the difficulties of caricature in a racially charged
context. The main counter to such a negative judgement of Mizuki’s
work focuses on his heavily deformed depiction of Japanese soldiers
as well as his own fictional stand-in to show that facial deformation is
not tied one-on-one with race in Mizuki’s drawing. Yet even if one
takes such a defense into account, Mizuki’s at times racially charged
drawing—I am thinking here especially of his depiction of the Tolai
tribesmen—is an undeniably problematic aspect of the schematic
mode’s ability to make explicit perceptions of race.
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Fig. 51: Detail of Onward 190.

The second way in which Mizuki’s drawing in Onward
counters the dehumanization of the enemy soldiers, better illustrates
Mizuki’s resistance to a too victim centered depiction of the Japanese
soldiers; in the moments that the Japanese actively take part in
warfare, especially leading up and during the two suicide charges
around which the latter part of the comic revolves—their depiction
too starts to veer towards the photorealistic. The bottom frame of page
343 (see fig. 52) shows five figures on their way to a suicide charge.
While the image as a whole is rendered in the more photorealistic
style, two of the men’s faces are depicted in a more schematic style.
What becomes visible here is the beginning of a collapse between
the two graphic extremes, which, in turn, signals a collapse between
the juxtaposition of the human and warfare. As these men mentally
prepare for the suicide charge, an act during which the men themselves
are completely reduced to being instruments of war, their depiction
becomes an unstable mixture of styles.
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Fig. 52: Onward 342-343.

Zooming out from the single panel on page 343 to the entire
spread reveals the connection of this crossing over of the human and
war to a liminal state between life and death in the completion of one
of the most significant visual motifs in the comic. In total, the moon
is depicted in 42 panels scattered throughout the comic. Of these 42,
28 panels solely depict a view of the moon, often against a tree line as
is the case in the panel depicting the moon on page 342. In contrast
to all the other depictions of the moon in Onward, the moon on
page 343 is waning, instead of full.121 Furthermore, it is depicted in
a much more photorealistic graphic style. As such, the completion of
this visual metaphor for life and death runs alongside the obliteration
of the humanity of the soldiers through the inhumanity of
their wartime acts.
A similar unstable mixture of graphic styles occurs in
the depiction of the first suicide charge (see fig. 53). While the
graphic style of the domineering image of this spread can be found
sporadically in different areas of the comic, it has not been used to
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portray such a sizable group of figures before. The image on pages
238-239 is meticulously textured and stands closer to photorealism
than schematism. Curiously, it both emphasizes and negates the way
in which lines are put to work on the other pages of this comic. One
the one hand, the image is clearly lined by way of a very detailed
use of crosshatching, one the other, it is one of the few in the comic
that does not make us of outlines. Here, the more photorealistic and
the more schematic drawing styles are blended together. The suicide
charge is presented as a transitory space between war and the human
by mixing the styles in which machines of war are depicted with
that which is used to draw characters. The overpowering historical
forces depicted in a mechanical mode of realism merge with the
lives and perspective of the men, which are depicted in a subjective
mode of realism.
At the same time, this image carries overtones of the other
meanings of the juxtaposition between narrative and background,
and nature and human: where war or nature is the background
against which the lives of the men either unfold, or by which they
are swallowed up. Finally, this blending of graphic styles in Onward
points to the liminal space between life and death that the suicide
charge represents. While the men on page 238-239 are supposed to
die in their attack, some survive. Their survival, as was mentioned
above, is later considered a disgrace. They were already reported dead
and should remain dead; therefore, they are sent out on another futile
mission. As such, these pages mark a transition to a kind of being
between life and death. These men are still alive and already dead.
In a way, this being in-between life and death ties these
characters to Mizuki as a survivor. Mizuki’s initial celebration of the
soldiers’ survival can be read as a redemption of the author as well
as the dead. Later in the narrative, however, the soldiers still die and
Mizuki is once again left as one of the very few survivors. Here,
the central question that drives Mizuki’s representation of the past
resurfaces: how can a survivor do justice to the deaths of his brothers
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in arms. Mizuki certainly cannot find relief in the cause for which
his fellow soldiers died, even if some of them died believing in it.
Instead, his survivor’s guilt drove him to create Onward. But within
the confines of the narrative, which was created as an attempt to do
justice to the dead, the question continues to push representation
to its outer limits. Pressured by the catastrophic past, Mizuki, in
his depictions of his fellow soldiers’ deaths, collapses the graphic
juxtapositions—and the corresponding modes of realism—on which
his rendition of the past has functioned until now.
In the end, the death of the characters is the death of the
narrative, is the death of the book. The pages close and reveal the
work to be a sepulchral slab. But like a grave marker, absence is not
represented by absence but by something that invokes, or even forces,
to remember—to represent. Absence triggers—even the absence of
death in the form of survival—an abundance of representation, rather
than silence. For Mizuki, this abundance does not only come to the
fore in the many times he felt compelled to draw the war, but also in
the many different graphic styles in which he chose to render it.

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 53: Onward 238-239.
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A Return to the Background
The final thematic opposition in Onward arises from the collapse of
the graphic opposition between human and nature. While the brittle
divide between life and death is at center stage throughout the work,
it comes to its most dramatic fruition in relation to the suicide charges
near the end of the book and the paradoxical form of life that continues
beyond them. Here, the demystifications inherent to the graphic
styles of Onward collapse into an aesthetic of defamiliarization.
But rather than jump in at the climactic moment when the
different graphic styles dissolve into one another due to the enormous
pressures exerted on them by the subject matter, I begin my approach
of the last thematic juxtaposition in Onward with the default rendition
of the difference between life and death in graphic styles: where the
dead are rendered in the more photorealistic style and the living in
the more schematic (see fig. 54).

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 54: Detail of Onward 256.
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In these cases, death signifies the end of subjectivity and
personal narrative. After their deaths, the only way in which these
characters are visually present in the narrative is in the style that is
used to render the background. Furthermore, the echoes of other
thematic juxtaposition make death both a return to nature and a
subsumption of the personal narrative into the history of the war.
Even if, as I have shown at the closing of the preceding section, the
line that separates life and death in Onward can be porous, it must
also always be, following Camus’ in The Myth of Sisyphus, absolute.
Living in proximity to death does not mean that one understands, is
expectant of, or resigns to it; even someone who is supposed to be
dead, half-dead, or undead is still alive. One’s death is both always
present and “at the extreme limit of [even] the condemned man’s last
thought” (Camus 54). In Onward, the absolute divide between life
and death is signified by way of a shift in graphic style.
Nearer to the end of the comic, the absolute incomprehensibility
of death is rendered differently. The advent of death is here drawn
by way of a breaking down of the visual logic of the work. And
while precursors to this collapse can be found scattered throughout
the comic, on the final pages of Onward this collapse takes on special
significance. The start of this collapse can be found on the bottom
panel of page 353 and the page that follows it (see fig. 55), with
Mizuki’s grotesque comic rendition of the annihilation of the
survivors of the first suicide charge in a second unnecessary and
mindless attack.
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This image is only available in the printed
thesis.

Fig. 55: Detail of Onward 353.

While the explosions in the top panel of page 353 are what
the reader has been taught to expect on the preceding pages in terms
of graphic style, the image in the bottom panel deviates from what
came before. A gigantic explosion completely fills the panel. Smoke
and fire, however, are not what arrest the gaze here. Our eyes are
fixed on the detached head that flies out from the explosion that
fills the center of the image. The overtly schematic rendition of this
detached head captures our gaze and forces us to wonder what the
difference between the schematic and photorealistic means in face
of modern warfare. Neither a subjective mode of realism, with
its focus on experiential truth and memory, nor a historiographic
mode of realism, with its focus on documentation and method, or
a mechanical mode of realism, with the illusory objectivity of the
inhuman, can do justice to it.
It is telling that these insecurities concerning the limits
of representation arise precisely at the moment when Mizuki
encounters the frontier of his own memories of the war. As he comes
to drawing his own death, or, at least, the death of the character
that represents him, the juxtaposition between the schematic and the
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photorealistic fails. But rather than letting this failure be some kind of
end of representation, Onward uses it as a vehicle for the representation
of the limit of experience: only a wartime wedding of styles is able to
achieve some similitude with the absurdity of the past.
Some time after the explosions ripped his fellow soldiers
apart: “maruyama regained consciousness with a start, as the
eggs laid by flies in the bullet hole in his cheek began to hatch”
(Mizuki 2011, 355). Half-dead, Maruyama wobbles past his fallen
comrades, who are depicted in the more photorealistic style. Clearly
snapped mentally, Maruyama burst out in song.122 Singing and
laughing, Maruyama is spotted by an American patrol and shot on
sight. In a graphic gesture akin to but more refined than Magneto:
Testament’s spread of black panels, a black ink spot represents the
impact of the bullet (see fig. 56). Much more than blood, the black
spot, located precisely on the middle of the page, shows the void out
of which every representation of the past must be rescued: all that
is not said, not remembered, and all those who are not around to
remember. The spot indicating both the impact of the bullet and the
splatter of blood looks like a black hole and is intricately crosshatched
towards its extremes. To draw it, Mizuki must have pressed down and
scratched again and again the point of impact: marking his guilt on a
character that represents him. By pressing a hole in the page, Mizuki
enacts his own death as a way of coming to terms with the deaths of
his brothers in arms.
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This image is only available in the printed
thesis.

Fig. 56: Onward 357.

Another turn of the page reveals Maruyama’s final moments.
As he falls to the ground and bleeds out, his last thoughts concern
his fallen comrades: “guess everyone died feeling like this.
with no one watching… no one to tell… just slipping away,
forgotten…” (Mizuki 2011, 358) (see fig. 57). In these final
panels, Maruyama’s face is neither a schematic caricature, nor does it
correspond to conventional anatomy. His face is swollen with injury
and riddled with flies and blood. Graphic deformation and actual
bodily deformation have become indistinguishable. The ghastly
content of the image here forestalls any kind of graphic mode in
which it can satisfyingly be rendered. On the one hand, no archival
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or historiographic gesture, however extensive, can ever completely
encompass the moments of death of all the fallen. On the other, a
purely experiential, subjective rendition of these moments is forever
impossible because one the dead do not remember. Instead, Mizuki
collapses the differences between the graphic styles that he uses and
turns this formal catastrophe into the ultimate representational mode
of the comic. A mode that combines and intertwines the different
styles that are used throughout the work as they coincide with the
narrative content. Only through this unstable mixture of graphic
styles can Mizuki depict the threshold of life.

This image is only available in the printed thesis.

Fig. 57: Onward 358-359.
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After Maruyama’s death, Onward moves towards its end
in a slow funeral procession of dead bodies in various states of
decomposition. In this powerful statement, which is achieved
by blending the documentary as well as the mechanically realist
connotations of photography, the work drives home its anti-war
message. Contrary to the title of the work, there is nothing noble
about the deaths of the soldiers depicted here. In near-photorealistic
depictions of the soldiers’ remains, Mizuki shows how they fade
away into the landscape. A death that is a return to nature and a
fading into the background and oblivion. But it is precisely through
this slipping away into the void that the reader is invoked to
remember. Here, representation and remembrance once again show
their shared ancestry.

This image is only available in the
printed thesis.

Fig. 58: Onward 362.
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